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ABSTRACT 

In India, about 70% population lives in rural area. It is estimated that by various research, 

the rural market will overtop the urban market in India. The most population concentration 

of India has lives in villages and. Therefore it is essential to develop rural areas to improve 

the quality of lifestyle of people. Hence development of rural area is very important. 

Government of India spent lots of funds for development of rural area by Grampanchayant, 

Loksabha member, vidhansabha member, Panchachayt raj system, NABARD bank, world 

bank etc., but the outcome is not so Satisfactory in overall developing of rural area. For non-

conventional solar energy, Government of India gives 30-40% of subsidy scheme for it’s 

implementation. There is need to change current poor situation of rural area. The study will 

be carried out through various parameters such as energy, transportation, heath, agriculture 

etc. for the achieving sustainable development. Sustainable village should have urban 

amenities, better lifestyle, sufficient employment and other facilities. Main thing is money 

travel in circular chain and remain stayed at village (Excluding some parameter). 

Sustainable village will reduce mass migration, overcrowded cities and the vicious circle of 

poverty and under-development. This development will be work on sustainable parameters 

like drinking water, waste water, non conventional energy, small scale industries, 

transportation system, health, internet connectivity and digitization, trade center, education, 

agriculture and irrigation. For Sustainable village Development it is essential to carry out 

advance technologies and innovative ways of integrating agriculture production and 

economic activities. Therefore effective sustainable development has been carried out on the 
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basic amenities, agriculture productivity and small -scale industries. This also creates 

livelihood opportunities for the villages. 

At the census 2011, 72.2% of population lived in about 638,000 villages and the remaining 

27.8% lived in more than 5100 towns and over 380 urban agglomerations. The individual 

from rural area migrates to urban area as a result of deficiency of livelihood opportunities, 

amenities and services in rural areas. 

 The improvement of standards of living and quality of life of all sections of 

population can be achieved through improved basic amenities, higher agricultural 

productivity, better livelihood opportunities, education facility and infrastructure facility. 

Hence for development of rural areas the Government of India has launched various 

schemes.The central government visualized idea of model villages through ―Sansad Adarsh 

Gram Yojana (SAGY). 

The central government visualized idea of model villages through ―Sansad Adarsh Gram  

Yojana (SAGY).  The  main  objective  is  to  trigger  process  which  leads  to  holistic 

development of villages to improve social and economic condition of rural people. It also 

aims to generate models of local level development and effective local governance which can 

motivate and inspire neighbouring Gram Panchayats to learn and adapt. 

Under this scheme, RajyaSabha MP has to select a Gram Panchayat from the rural area of 

district of his/her choice in the State from which he/she is elected. A Gram Panchayat would 

be the basic unit. It will have a population of 3000-5000 in plain areas and 1000-3000 in 

hilly, tribal and difficult areas. In districts where this unit size is not available, Gram 

Panchayats approximating the desirable population size may be chosen. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

In our country, village people have lack of basic and advanced facilities. The physical 

condition of internal roads is poor and connecting road is narrow and damaged. the village 

has opened drainage system, so debris and garbage falling in sewer are blocking the flow and 

creating critical condition. These villages have not proper cropping pattern and irrigation for 

balancing or fulfill the need of village and insufficient power supplies affecting on the 

Agriculture Production and small scaled industries. The drinking water is of inferior quality 
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which is the major reason for health problems of village people. Those villages are suffering 

from many problems like inferior quality of drinking water supply, poor road conditions, 

insufficient Power supply and Waste water system. So there is needed to provide solutions to 

above problems. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

This Project is undertaken to develop a plan for sustainability of  Kapuskhed village,  

 Tal – walwa, Dist- Sangli, and Maharashtra in India, to achieve following objectives - 

1 To identify the major problems based on road, energy, water, small scale Industries, 

health, agriculture etc. for existing village. 

2 To provide development plan for water deficiency parameter for 25 years. 

3 To give best suitable model layout plan for sustainable development Kapuskhed  

village, Tal–Walwa, Dist-Sangli, Maharashtra (India). 

4 To implement rain water harvesting system in selected village. 

 

SCOPE OF WORK: 

The village is suffering from many problems like inferior quality of drinking water supply, 

poor road conditions, poor solid waste management practices, open sewer system, depleted 

ground water table, deterioration of soil, lack of basic facilities like water supply, electricity 

supply, sanitation and insufficient primary education facilities. So there is need to provide 

solutions to above problems. The project undertaken for this study consists of preparation of 

development plan for Kapuskhed village according to guidelines provided in SAGY. The 

socio-economic survey was conducted in village to identify details of existing scenario. It 

also aims to obtain the data on deficiencies and gaps in existing infrastructure, basic facilities 

and services. 

Work undertaken is limited to preparation of detailed project report on a sustainable village. 

The DPR will be prepared for the basis of existing conditions and future needs of village. 

That village has water, waste water, agriculture, small scale industries and Energy parameter 

which is selected for sustainability. For sustainability development plan required all 

information will be collected and analyzed and suggest the solution to the identified problem. 

and detailed project reports will be prepared. 
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METHODOLOGY: 

It is the step wise procedure or systematic layout of the whole work related to the research. 

The first step is the proper planning of the project. Second step describe the analysis of major 

problems with help of data collection have been carried out, then the selection of proper 

 

LAYOUT OF DISSERTATION: 

In this dissertation work, it is proposed sustainable village development plan for particular 

parameter development of Kapuskhed village. This sustainability firstly identified problems 

associated with in agriculture, small-scale industries, road, water, and health and energy field. 

The proposed work is planned in following chapters. 

Chapter 1-It includes the general theory and basic principles of sustainable development, 

overview of village, problem statement, objectives and short description about the layout of 

the dissertation report. 

Chapter 2- It includes a literature survey on sustainable village development, which various 

types of problem, inserts working on different work method and new techniques applied for 

finding out the solving major problem of a village. From that literature survey, research gap 

and selection of tool and work methods are choosing and also helpful for choosing a design 

of sustainable village development plan. 

Chapter 3- It includes data collection of a Kapuskhed village with help of village survey, 

households survey such as land owner details, house owner details ,milk production, egg 

production ,other business details ,weather details, various destinations from Kapuskhed and 

educational survey. Indentified major problems related to energy. water, road, small scale 

industries, agriculture, health etc. 

Chapter 4- It includes rainwater harvesting methods for collecting water and overcome water 

deficiency. Its methods, importance, component and necessity. 

Chapter 5 - It includes Model development plan for water deficiency parameter on 

Kapuskhed village. Applying rainwater harvesting system and Ground water recharge 

techniques for present & future water needs. 

Chapter 6 - It includes Result and Discussions about water deficiency parameter. 

 Chapter 7 -It includes conclusions of above work. 
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CLOSURE:- 

This chapter introduces the sustainable village and design of the sustainable village 

development plan. Furthermore, in this chapter overview of goals, problem statement, 

objectives and project methodology is discussed. 

The required data for study has been collected from primary and secondary sources. The 

household survey, village survey, discussion and observations are primary sources. The 

secondary sources are published and unpublished materials like maps, census data, gram 

panchayat documents etc. 

An open ended questionnaire survey was conducted in village. The mother tongue of 

villagers is Marathi hence, questionnaire was prepared in Marathi. The survey was carried out 

in two stages. In the first stage, household survey was carried out to know details about 

demographic features like population, number of households, and availability of facilities like 

water supply, electricity and in house latrines etc. In second stage, village survey was carried 

out to know details about infrastructure and civic facilities like educational details, water 

supply system, road system, occupation etc. Funds can be available through following ways 

1) Samaj kalyan nidhi -3 lakh- 1 year 

2) Dalit vastisudhar yojana -10 lakh-5 years 

3) 14
th

 vittaaayog yojana 5 years plan 

4) Aamdar fund nidhi – 5lakh 

5) Khasdar fund nidhi -5 lakh 

6) Zilhaparishad shesh fund – 3 lakh 

7) Rastriya peyjal yojana- 3-4 Crore 

 

HOUSE-HOLD SURVEY: 

Initial House-hold Survey conducted for determination of socio-economic status of 

Kapuskhed village. House-hold Survey gives details about Age and Sex composition of the 

village. This Survey most useful for determination of occupation's distribution. House-hold 

survey covers the agriculture system, cultivation pattern, harvesting expenses, existing road 

condition, and irrigation system and land distribution. House-hold survey gives detailed 

information about family details in the village. Also, give information about road, energy, 

water, small scale industries, health, agriculture condition etc. 
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VILLAGE SURVEY: 

To fulfill the objective of study, select the  Kapuskhed village. In Village, Survey covers the 

gram panchayat to know the local problem .Village survey also covered the household survey 

to collect the socioeconomic status among the villagers, ownership pattern of the farmers, 

etc., of the concerned villages. From these surveys, village survey helps to collect the data of 

Kapuskhed villages and empirical study to show how the changing trends in agrarian 

relations at the macro- level., Gram panchayat, existing in Kapuskhed village.An average 80 

per cent of the villagers are engaged in agriculture or agriculture-related work. Sugarcane, 

Rise, Soybean, Groundnuts those are the main crop and Krishna River are the main source of 

water in Kapuskhed village. Annual Average Rainfall – 819 mm and Average Temperature – 

25°to 37° C in this village. Population of Kapuskhed village is 4861 and 986 family’s lives in 

Kapuskhed as per Census 2011.Kapuskhed village had 72.37% literacy. In a village survey, 

gather detail information about Health, Agriculture, Education, Energy, Local business, 

Shelter, Water, Waste Water, Irrigation, Weather ,Transportation. In village survey, 

population, Growth rate and literacy, data collected. Total land area of village is 599 Hec.69 

gunthe used for residential area. 

 

VILLAGE MAP : 

 
FIGURE NO. 4(A) -VILLAGE MAP 
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FIGURE. NO. 4(B) – SATELLITE VILLAGE MAP 

 

 

Model layout Plan : 
A suitable model layout plan regarding water deficiency parameter for sustainable 

development of village Kapuskhed, Tal–Walwa, Dist-Sangli, Maharashtra (India). Shown in 

attached sheet No 5. In that shown details about house area and location of all storage tank 

and ground water recharge tank.3D View of RWHS Units for family Num 1 is shown in sheet 

No 6. 2D Plan of RWHS Units for family Num 1 is shown in sheet No 7. 

 
SUGGESTIONS / IMPLEMENTATION : 

I have told awareness of water and decreasing water table depth, conservation of water for 

future needs and importance of rain water harvesting system to villagers. I have given rain 

water harvesting system devopment plan of every family to head of Kapuskhed 

grampanchayat. I have given letter to head Kapuskhed of Grampanchayat for implementation 

of rain water harvesting system in selected village and they agree with this. I have taken 

received copy with remark from them and it is attached in appendix. 

SURVEY: 

It includes data collection of a Kapuskhed village with help of village survey, households 

survey such as land owner details, house owner details, milk production, egg production,other 

business details ,weather details, various destinations from Kapuskhedand educational 

survey. Indentified major problems related to energy. water, road, small scale industries, 

agriculture, health etc. Village survey gives detailed information about existing facilities and 
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village requirement. This is most helpful to finding problem of villages. 

 
Identified problems 

The problems are identified chapter. This chapter includes identified problems 

Energy 

Energy is a key factor of overall development of the village. Renewable energy is the most 

reliable and pure source, so we can focus on renewable energy. 1560 light connection 

consumed 3.50 MW energy / month. Village peoples are not using net metering system 

economical and feasible solar-energy system or any other renewable energy sources. This can 

be good impact not only self financial but also environmental 

Water 

The demand of water for Agriculture, Industrial and household/ drinking purpose has 

increases with the increasing population. Current Elevated water storage tank available in that 

village 1lack lit capacity which is not sufficient for future 25 years population .But 

population of Kapuskhed village till Year 2043will be 5662.5. Water can be released in 3 

stages and extra water deficiency can be minised by RWHS .So that extra water requirement 

per capita is 30 lit/day/capita. so prefer Roof top rain water harvesting & ground water 

recharging techniques for fulfill 30 lit deficiency per capita per day & increase level ground 

water table. 

Small-scale industries 

Small-scale industries are then the backbone of rural development. First stages collect all 

local business details. Sort out the existing businesses and demanded new businesses with 

help 

of village survey and market survey. Village survey described information about available 

local row material. So this development plans help to start new business which is not exist in 

that village such as Sugar and paper businesses, Candle & agarbatti Making ,recycling 

business, Petrol pump Automobile repair center, Flower plantation farming & selling, 

Handmade products 

, Bakery etc. Various small scale industries generate employment and reduce migration. 

Health 

The quantity of waste generated is increasing in rural areas as its result will be increased 

health diseases. Mixed solid waste is dumped in heaps without proper spreading and 

compaction, which causes unhygienic conditions. The waste is dumped without following by 
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any segregation and applying soil covers. Street Sweeping and Collection Points –The 

sanitary workers of GP collect waste during street sweeping and dump it to the nearest 

collection point. The household waste is also dumped in the nearby collection point. The 

adoption of best solid waste management plan will keep village campus clean and healthy. 

This will not only contributes to the health of communities but also has positive impact on 

socio-economic conditions. 

Agriculture 

Agriculture is the major occupation in the village. About 80 % of population gets their 

income through agriculture. large number of farmers adopt furrow and flood irrigation 

method. The village has 126 ha land is under irrigation. And out of irrigated land only 175 ha  

of land is under drip irrigation, Remaining 280.30 Ha of cultivable land can be comprised 

under flood and furrow irrigation. The farmers who are adopting drip irrigation they are 

having more crop yield than farmers who are using flood and furrow irrigation method. 

Therefore, it is necessary to use drip irrigation system for irrigation purposes. Farmers has no 

any idea about  soil health card, Soil health card is field-specific detailed report of soil 

fertility status and other important soil parameters that affect crop productivity. The soil card 

will help the farmers to get an idea on the crop-wise recommendations of nutrients and 

fertilizers required in each type of soil. This can help in increasing the crop yield. The 

adoption of drip irrigation system over flood irrigation system will help to stop deterioration 

of soil and to increased yield, which in turns will lead to increase in profit. 

Road 

A road plays an important role for overcoming isolation of villages. It provides opportunity 

for village population to come in contact with other groups of society. All-weather 

road connect will reduce the time of transportation which is beneficial for all types of 

business activities. All existing roads in Kapuskhed village are made by bituminous, 

concrete, rough paved. Mal galli to Nerla road 1 km-6.1m width & Kumbhar Galli to 

Kapuskhed boundry road 1 km-6.1m width roads are too rough so, there is need to making 

new bituminous or concrete pavement. 

Development Plan –Case Study 
1) Considered family roof area = 66.2 Sq.m 

2) Considered forecasted family member = 9 

3) Considered family daily water requirements – 32673 lit/year 
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4) Water for Ground water Recharge = 2245lit/year 

5) Underground water tank size = 2.828m x 2.828m x 4.469m. 

6) Radius of Circular Recharge Pit =1m &, Depth=1.43m. 

7) Bore hole depth=30.2m, Bore hole diameter=20cm. 

8) Cost of Material for rooftop =10256/- 

9) Cost of Underground storage tank estimation =1, 31,067.3/- 

10) Cost of Ground Water recharge system = 13,012.21/- 

11) Total cost required for Rain water Harvesting system for domestic use =1, 41,323.326/- 

So construction cost 1 liter capacity storage tank, required expense is Rs. 3.953/- 

12) Total cost required for Ground Water recharge system = 13,012.21/- So for 1 liter 

recharge tank capacity, required expense is Rs. 5.796/- 

13) Total cost required for Rain water Harvesting system for this one family =1, 54335/- So, 

average cost for total rainwater harvesting system is 4.01/lit. 

14) For total village, required expense to reduce water deficiency parameter is Rs. 5, 89, 

76,320/- 

15) Grampanchayat Water cost.= Rs 0.16 /lit &Rain water harvesting cost =Rs0.039/lit. 

 

Model layout Plan 
A suitable model layout plan regarding water deficiency parameter for sustainable 

development of village Kapuskhed, Tal–Walwa, Dist-Sangli, Maharashtra (India). Shown in 

attached sheet No 5. In that shown details about house area and location of all storage tank 

and ground water recharge tank.3D View of RWHS Units for family Num 1 is shown in sheet 

No 6. 2D Plan of RWHS Units for family Num 1 is shown in sheet No 7. 

 
Suggestions /implementation 
I have told awareness of water and decresing water table depth, conservation of water for 

future needs and importance of rain water harvesting system to villagers. I have given rain 

water harvesting system devopment plan of every family to head of Kapuskhed 

grampanchayat. I have given letter to head Kapuskhed of grampanchayat for implementation 

of rain water harvesting system in selected village and they agree with this. I have taken 

received copy with remark from them and it is attached in appendix. 

 

CONCLUSION 

From above dissertation work, following points are concluded: 
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1) Primary and secondary data collection included village survey, household survey, 

educational details, land owner details and house owner details are helpful to Mapping 

available resource and finding the major problem of village and possible area of 

sustainability. 

2) I have given rain water harvesting system and Ground water recharging devopment plan 

to every family upto 25 years. It is shown in sheet No 1-4. 

3) Total village cost required for Rain water Harvesting system for domestic use = 

3,46,77,010/- So for 1 liter capacity storage tank, required expense is Rs. 3.953/- 

4) Total village cost required for Ground Water recharge system = 2,42,99,310/-/- So for 1 

liter recharge tank capacity, required expense is Rs. 5.796/- 

5) Total cost required for Rain water Harvesting system for this one family =1, 54,335.53/ 

So, average cost for total rainwater harvesting system is 4.061/lit. 

6) For total village, required expense to reduce water deficiency parameter is Rs. 

5,89,76,320/- 

7) I have provided suitable model layout plan regarding water deficiency parameter for 

sustainable development of village Kapuskhed, Tal–Walwa, Dist-Sangli, Maharashtra 

(India). It is shown in sheet No 5-7. 

8) I have given letter to head Kapuskhed of grampanchayat for implementation of rain 

water harvesting system in selected village and they agree with this. 

9) I have suggested for implementation of rain water harvesting system in selected village 

through samaj kalyan nidhi ,Dalit vastisudhar yojana ,14
th

 vittaa aayog yojana, Aamdar 

fund nidhi, Khasdar fund nidhi , Zilhaparishad shesh fund, Rastiya peyjal yojana.etc. 
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